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Magnetic microkayaks: propulsion of microrods
precessing near a surface by kilohertz frequency,
rotating magnetic fields†

L. O. Mair,*‡a B. A. Evans,‡b A. Nacev,a P. Y. Stepanov,a R. Hilaman,a S. Chowdhury,a

S. Jafari,a W. Wang,c,d B. Shapiroe and I. N. Weinberga

Surface-swimming nano- and micromotors hold significant poten-

tial for on-chip mixing, flow generation, sample manipulation, and

microrobotics. Here we describe rotating microrods magnetized

nearly orthogonally to their long axes. When actuated near a solid

surface, these microrods demonstrate precessing motion, with

rods describing a double cone similar to the motion of a kayaker’s

paddle. The precessing motion induces translation. At 1 kHz, these

“microkayaks” move at translational velocities of ≈14 μm s−1 and

generate advective flows up to 10 μm s−1.

Introduction

Magnetic manipulation of micro/nanoscale particles has led
to advances in the fields of fluid handling,1–3 controlled
propulsion,4–6 and cell manipulation.7–11 Previous work has
generated flows above surface walkers,12 translated non-
magnetic particles using rotational flows,13 trapped particles
in local flows,14 and quantified micromotor rotation by observ-
ing local hydrodynamics.15,16 Rotationally operated microscale
rods,10,14,17 tubes,18 and helices19–21 have been implemented
for performing various tasks in solution. Template-grown
microrods have been propelled via catalytic reactions,22 mag-
netic gradient pulling,23 acoustic propulsion,24–26 dielectro-
phoretic forces,27 and end-over-end rotation.10,14,17

As these template-grown micromaterials may play a role in
nanomedicine/surgery, controlled, high speed manipulation is
useful. However, magnetically controlled kilohertz frequency

actuation has not been demonstrated. Here we demonstrate
controllable, kilohertz frequency motion. We model the result-
ing translation and demonstrate that precession of the rod
around its centerpoint induces translational velocities similar
to those we observe experimentally.

Recently, acoustically and optically manipulated microrods
have entered the kilohertz operating regime. Acoustically pro-
pelled microrods were shown to rotate at ≈2.5 kHz in water,
however rotational frequency control was not demonstrated.15

Optically driven nanorods were actuated at ≈42 kHz in water.28

Magnetic microrods, on the other hand, have typically
remained relegated to frequencies below 100 Hz, and the fre-
quency actuation record for magnetic microrods is currently
≈300 Hz, using magnetic rods attached to pedestals.29 Here we
demonstrate microrods precessing at 1 kHz, which, to the best
of our knowledge, is the highest frequency manipulation of
magnetic microrods to date. Translation results from sym-
metry breaking physics due to the rod’s proximity to a solid
surface.4,10–12 The precessing motion near the sample floor
induces motion akin to a kayaker’s paddling, with the rod
describing a double cone. Kayaking motion, as opposed to
pure rotation around the long axis of the rod, occurs due to
the rod’s magnetization angles, θm, being at a slight angle
(≈ 5.4°) with respect to the short axis of the rod.

Near a solid–liquid interface, microrods translate at speeds
proportional to rotational drive frequencies, achieving speeds
of 14 μm s−1 at 1 kHz. Additionally, microrods generate surface
flows with observed velocities up to 10 μm s−1. These surface
flows arise from local rotational flows induced by microrod
rotation, and are visualized by their hydrodynamic impact on
polystyrene tracer beads seeded into the sample.

Results
Synthesis and actuation

Microrods are synthesized via sequential eletrodeposition of
Au–Ni–Au segments (Fig. 1A) into the pores of an anodized
aluminium oxide membrane.26,30,31 Microrods are approxi-
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mately 280 nm in diameter and 5.5 μm long. Microrods
contain a thin (≈ 80 nm) nickel segment which is tilted by θm
≈ 5.4° ± 2.4° (mean ± standard deviation for n = 8 rods) with
respect to the short axis of the rod. The tilted orientation of
the nickel segment is due to tilted surfaces in the electroplat-
ing setup. Fig. 1B shows the short axis of a rod (dashed vertical
line) and the tilted magnetization angle, θm (red arrow).
Previous reports have demonstrated that electroplated nickel
layers shorter than the rod diameter become magnetized along
the diameter of the rod.26,31,32 When dispersed in DI water
and deposited in a fluidic chamber having a glass floor and
ceiling (0.25 mm height), the rods settle to the floor of the
chamber. Experiments are performed in 18 M ohm DI water,
and repulsive electrostatic forces between the ionic double
layer surrounding the rods and the negatively charged glass
floor keeps rods suspended approximately 1 μm above the
floor.11 Two pairs of Helmholtz coils supply a rotating mag-
netic field in the x–z plane (Fig. 1C).

Hydrodynamic model of kayaking motion

The applied magnetic field rotates around the y-axis. In
response to the magnetic field, microrods simultaneously spin
(ωy) around their long axes and precess (kayak) around their
centerpoints at an angle of θ with respect to the y-axis
(Fig. 1C). Here, precessing is caused by the slightly tilted mag-
netization orientation, θm, of the magnetic segment, which is
tilted slightly away from the short axis of the rod (Fig. 1B). As a
rod precesses, each half of the rod moves alternatingly nearer
and farther from the solid–liquid boundary (Fig. 1C). Due to
the no-slip boundary condition of the boundary, segments of

the rod nearer to the boundary experience more drag than seg-
ments of the rod farther from the boundary. The precessing
motion induces temporal changes in drag on each segment of
the rod. These temporal changes in drag induce translation
along the x-axis, with translational velocity vx. Our mathemati-
cal model sums the drag on each segment of a rod as it pre-
cesses and arrives at a generalized relation for predicting trans-
lational velocities (vx) as a function of rotational velocities (ωy).
The model relies on geometric parameters that impact the
relationship between vx and ωy. Namely, coupling between
rotation (ωy) and translation (vx) depends on rod length (L),
radius (r), angle of precession with respect to the boundary (θ),
and distance from the boundary (d ). These geometric para-
meters are depicted in Fig. 2. In this section we map out our
path to the relationship between vx and ωy.

Our experiments take place at low Reynolds number (Re ≈ 7
× 10−6), and forces and torques sum to zero.33 Meaning,
applied magnetic forces and torques are essentially instan-
taneously balanced by equal and opposite drag forces and
torques. The relationship between externally applied forces
and torques and resultant translational and rotational velo-
cities may be fully described with a symmetric 6 × 6 resistance
matrix, Z:

~F
~τ

� �
¼ Za Zc

ZT
c Zb

� �
~v
~ω

� �
: ð1aÞ

In eqn (1a), ~F, ~τ, ~v, and ~ω are three-component (x, y, z)
vectors representing the net force, net torque, net translational
velocity, and net rotational velocity, respectively. In its fully
expanded form, eqn (1a) is
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Here, Za terms encompass mass, Zb terms encompass
rotational inertia, and Zc terms are cross-component terms
that describe translation–rotation relationships. Symmetry

Fig. 1 SEM image of rods and schematic showing rod magnetization
and experimental setup. (A) An SEM image of a gold–nickel–gold rod
shows the nickel segment tilted slightly with respect to the short axis of
the rod. Scale bar is 1 μm. (B) Schematic of rod showing short axis
(dashed line) and magnetization angle, θm (solid arrow, angle has been
exaggerated in drawing). (C) Magnetic coil arrangement shows how
rotation (around the rod long axis) and precession (around the y-axis) is
achieved. The magnetic field orients the long axis of the rod along the
y direction (at an angle of θ) and rotates the rod in the xz plane. Rotation
induces rod translation in x direction. The rod precesses at θm ≈ 5.4°.

Fig. 2 The geometry of microkayaking. (A) The center point of the rod
sits a distance d ≈ 1 µm above the floor, and the rotating magnetic field
induces the rod precessing around the y-axis at θ ≈ 5.4°. (B) A cross-sec-
tional view of the rod and associated geometric variables: r is the radius
of the rod, ωy is the rotational velocity, and vx is the translational
velocity.
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must be broken for rotation and translation to be coupled. For
spheres,34–37 ellipsoids,38,39 and cylinders40–42 in an unbounded
fluid (particles far from a solid–liquid boundary), the cross
term Zc and its transpose ZT

c are zero and there is no
rotational–translational coupling. Thus, in the absence of a
boundary, magnetic-field-induced torque would not result in
translation. Symmetry breaking can be accomplished by par-
ticle shape,19,33,43,44 or by the presence of a boundary.4–6,45,46

Introducing a solid or fluid boundary introduces non-zero
cross-component Zc and ZTc terms: rotations result in trans-
lation, and vice versa.

The components of Z incorporate viscosity, drag, and geo-
metry of the rod in motion. Here, viscosity is constant (8.9 ×
10−4 cPa s), as the microrod is suspended in water. Drag on
each segment of the rod, however, changes as the rod pre-
cesses, due to the solid–liquid boundary provided by the floor
of the chamber. When rotated around their long axes (θ = 0) at
1 μm above the floor, the upper and lower surfaces of a rod
experience slight differences in drag such that rotation around
the long axis will generate very slow translational motion
(Fig. 3A). However, at θ = 0, the rotation–translation coupling
is insufficient to explain the translational velocities we
observe.47 De Corato et al. have shown that the rod must be
within a few tens of nanometers from the boundary to achieve
appreciable translational velocities at 1 kHz.47 Previous
measurements11 and observations of 1 µm polystyrene beads
orbiting rods suggest that the θ = 0° assumption is a poor
choice for assessing the translational velocities we observe.
However, precessing motion models predict significant trans-
lational velocities at dramatically greater heights above the
floor (Fig. 3A) and are more suitable for describing the motion
we observe. The magnetization direction of our microrods
(Fig. 1A and B) enables precessing in a rotating magnetic field.
As a rod precesses, the drag on any segment of the rod oscil-
lates with the segment’s proximity to the floor.

For precession about the y direction, only vx components of
velocity are relevant (further details can be found in the ESI†).
As applied magnetic forces and torques are balanced by resultant
drag forces and torques, we set ~F ¼~τ ¼ vy ¼ vz ¼ ωx ¼ ωz ¼ 0.
At low Reynolds number, vx and ωy sum to zero, taking into
account relevant Z terms imposed by proximity to a boundary.
We find the relationship between vx and ωy by solving the first
row of eqn (1b), which yields

vx ¼ � Zxy
c

Zxx
a

� �
ωy; ð2Þ

where vx has been taken to the other side of eqn (1b).
The relevant coefficients of the resistance matrix, Zxy

c and
Zxxa , are given by Yang and Leal48 (details are provided in ESI†).
These coefficients describe how the strength of coupling
between rotation (ωy) and translation (vx) depends on rod
length (L), radius (r), angle of precession with respect to the
boundary (θ), and distance from the boundary (d ) (Fig. 2). In
general, our model predicts that translation velocity (vx)
increases with increases in precession angle, rod length,

radius, or rotation velocity (Fig. 3A–D). Translation velocity
decreases as distance from the boundary increases (Fig. 3E).

Expected translational velocities for various values of θ and
d are shown in Fig. 3A (for L = 5.5 μm, r = 140 nm), and the
kayaking model is in agreement with experimentally observed
translational velocities (Fig. 4). The model predicts modest
translational velocities (≈ 1 μm s−1) for θ = 1° and 0.5 μm < d <
2 μm, but predicts translational velocities up to 80 μm s−1 for
θ = 8° and d = 0.5 μm (Fig. 3A). Fig. 3B–E predict translational
velocities for rods kayaking at 1 kHz with varying values of θ,
d, L, and r, respectively.

Experimental validation of the kayaking motion model

Using SEM images we measured θm = 5.4° ± 2.4°, L ≈ 5.5 μm,
and r ≈ 140 nm. For these parameters at θm = 5.4°, the kayak-
ing model predicts velocities of ≈14 μm s−1 at 1 kHz (Fig. 3A,
bold contour). This model is validated by experimental results
demonstrating translational velocities of (13.9 ± 2.7) μm s−1

(mean ± standard deviation, measurements based on n = 8) at

Fig. 3 Predicted translational velocities. Predictions show that for
low theta (θ < 1°), translational velocities are small. Additionally, as
θ approaches 8° and the rod is moved closer to the surface, translational
velocities at 1 kHz approach 80 μm s−1.
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1 kHz. Expected translational velocities at d = 0.75 μm, 1 μm,
and 1.3 μm demonstrate that experimental results are in agree-
ment with predicted values for kayaking rods (Fig. 4). Using
the linear frequency–velocity relationship predicted by the
kayaking model, we calculate expected velocities for our rods
at various tilt angles θ and distances from the floor d (Fig. 3A).
We also calculate translation velocities at 1 kHz for various tilt
angles θ (Fig. 3B), rod lengths L (Fig. 3C), rod radii r (Fig. 3D),
and heights d (Fig. 3E).

Although a precessing slender-body cylinder model con-
firms our experimental observations, it should be noted that
any morphological deviations from a perfect cylinder tend to
increase translational velocities. This suggests that our rods
may rotate at slightly smaller angles (θ) or at slightly larger dis-
tances (d ) from the floor and still exhibit velocities consistent
with the model (Fig. 4). The relatively large experimental
uncertainties associated with translational velocity versus
rotational frequency data can be attributed to the sensitive
nature of the rotation–translation relationship: small devi-
ations in θ, L, or d induce deviations from the expected vx for a
given frequency.

Translational velocities and rotational frequencies

In rotating rods, magnetic fields must perpetually apply torque
equivalent to the corresponding rotational drag torque associ-
ated with rod rotation. As magnetic field rotation increases, the
hydrodynamic drag force on the rod also increases. If the
applied magnetic torque is fast but weak, magnetic torque will
be insufficient to rotate the rod fast enough to overcome the
corresponding viscous drag. When this happens, the rod “steps-
out” of phase with the applied magnetic torque. The step-out
frequency is the frequency at which the magnetic field strength
is insufficient to overcome the hydrodynamic drag on the micro-
rod. Below the step-out frequency, translational motion occurs
at a constant velocity. At and above the step-out frequency, the

microrod no longer rotates in phase with the applied magnetic
field, making translational motion inconsistent.43,49–52

Since our image capture frame rate is between one and two
orders of magnitude lower than our microrod manipulation
frequency, a direct visualization of step-out frequency was not
practical. We instead validate step-out frequency by observing
microrod behaviour as the driving frequency increased. First,
microrods rotated below the step-out frequency appear to glide
across the surface at a constant velocity (ESI video†). Below the
step-out frequency, the velocity–frequency relationship gener-
ally follows vx = 1.58 × 10−2 ωy, where vx is in μm s−1 and ωy is
in s−1 (Fig. 4). Above the step-out frequency, microrods demon-
strate highly irregular motion and significantly slowed trans-
lation, indicating the translation of the rod is no longer in
sync with the rotation of the magnetic field. In our experiment
step-out frequency was found to be around 1 kHz.

Rotational flows

As it rotates, each microrod generates its own rotational flow.
These rotational flows can entrap and rotate surrounding
objects, as evidenced by the advection of a 1 μm diameter poly-
styrene microsphere momentarily trapped in a rod’s rotational
flow (Fig. 5 and ESI video†).

Magnetically actuated micro- and nanoscale structures for
on-chip flow generation have primarily generated flows using
motion in a plane perpendicular to the sample floor.12,53,54

Detached surface walkers have previously generated flow vel-
ocities of 10 μm s−1,12 12 mm s−1,53 and 1.9 mm s−1 (ref. 54)
using end-over-end rotation. Here, the kayaking motion gener-
ates a rotational flow that is generally shaped like a sheath
around the long axis of the microrod. Along the length of the
microrod, the flow velocity is nearly uniform (and perpendicu-
lar to the rod length) due to θ being small.

Fig. 4 Experimental translational velocities. A linear frequency–velocity
relationship is demonstrated. Error arises from surface asymmetries
among various rods, as well as slight rod-to-rod differences in length,
radius, tilt angle, and distance above the floor of the sample. Boundaries
for the centroid height d are shown.

Fig. 5 Demonstration of rotational flows. (A) Cartoon showing a rotat-
ing microrod (orange and gray) with an orbiting polystyrene bead
(magenta). (B) A microrod’s rotation induces a rotational flow around the
rod. A polystyrene bead (arrow) is advected in the flow induced by rod
rotation, appearing on alternating sides of the rod. Elapsed time
between frames is 0.21 s. The scale bar is 10 μm.
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Discussion

We achieved rotational frequencies of 1 kHz in a controlled
manner, which as far as we know is the fastest magnetically
induced rotational motion of motors at this scale. Previous
work by Kim et al. demonstrated elegant motors attached to
posts, capable of rotational frequencies up to 300 Hz in a con-
trolled manner. Acoustically propelled microrods were pre-
viously recorded spinning at 2.5 kHz, however, the rate of
rotation was uncontrolled, with measurements suggesting that
rotational frequencies varied from 0.5 kHz to 2.5 kHz.15 Future
applications to the fields of microfluidics, micromanipulation,
and mixing may make use of ultrafast magnetic microrods
spinning with fully controlled frequencies.

Previous magnetic particle based flow generators have been
rotated end-over-end, generating flow fields with dimensions
proportional to the diameter of the rod or bead assembly.
Here, the geometry of rotating microrods means each microrod
generates a flow sheet spanning the length of the rod. Previous
work by Tung et al. generated flow sheets using lithographi-
cally fabricated rectangular prisms (300 μm × 60 μm × 50 μm),
which were rotated at 10–20 Hz.55,56

Previous work ablating thrombi using rotationally manipu-
lated magnetic swarms57 and disrupting biofilms using rotat-
ing microrods58 suggests that rotating particles at high speed
can perform significant mechanical work in biological set-
tings. The high frequencies obtained by our microrods indi-
cate it may be possible to accelerate ablation processes using
kilohertz frequency motion. Additionally, axial rotational
manipulation of ellipsoidal particles may hold promise for
moving through viscoelastic biopolymers such as mucus.59,60

The bacteria Caulobacter crescentus makes use of a similar pre-
cessing motion, and Liu et al. recently concluded that preces-
sion of these bacteria enhances motility.61

Conclusions

We demonstrate kilohertz frequency rotation using magnetic
fields, achieving the fastest magnetically induced, controlled
frequency spinning of microrods to date. Detailed inspection
of hydrodynamic geometric parameters elucidates a novel,
near-surface kayaking motion which generates translational
motion, flow sheets above the motors, and microvortices
around the motors through symmetry breaking by substrate.
Additionally, these microrods are the first sub-10 μm rods
demonstrating translational motion orthogonal to their long
axes. Potential applications for these devices include lab on
chip mixing, flow generation, and particle manipulation.
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